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Long-time machinist in Poly's GRC department dies of cancer

By Joe Tarica and Tara Murphy

The graphic communication department suffered an unexpected loss Wednesday when one of its long-time machinists passed away because of cancer. Ed Shull, who worked at Cal Poly as an equipment technician for the last 20 years, died Wednesday evening at his home in Shell Beach.

The 62-year-old Shull was diagnosed as having liver cancer only a few weeks ago after going into the hospital for surgery to remove gallstones, said Steve Mott, graphic communications acting department head.

"It was rather sudden," Mott said of the death. "It was quite surprising to all concerned," he added, describing Shull as "a very down-to-earth individual."

Mott said Shull, who was born in 1927, came to the San Luis Obispo area in 1969 and had worked at Cal Poly ever since. Before that time, Shull worked as a machinist in the newspaper industry in Northern California.

"He came here in 1969, so he had been here over 20 years," Mott said. He described Shull's duties at Cal Poly as "to repair, maintain and construct equipment for the instructional program."

Besides being a machinist, Shull was widely skilled in a number of other areas, working as a carpenter, electrician and upholstery technician, Mott said.

"He was so terrifically valuable to this department." During his 20 years with the department, Shull worked with both students and alumni, Mott said, and got along great with everybody.

Shull had been planning to leave Utopia and taking some time off to keep a very low profile," Mott said.

Another indecent exposure reported by student sunbathing near Fremont dorm

Rate of incidents similar to last year's, police say

By Neil Pascale

The number of reported indecent exposures on the Cal Poly campus continues to increase.

On Tuesday at 4 p.m., a woman called the campus police about 30 minutes after an unidentified man exposed himself to her on the water tanks above parking lot RI, near Fremont dorm.

The witness had been sunbathing alone on the water tank when she noticed a man standing over her exposing himself and masturbating.

The allegedflasher is described as a white male in his 20s, tall with a thin build, with medium length brown hair, and was wearing red jogging shorts, said University Police Investigator Ray Berrett.

Berrett said the rate of indecent exposures this year has been consistent with the past few years.

"We get a rash of them every year," Berrett said. "We have about 80 percent arrest rate."

Indecent exposures have also been reported recently to the tennis courts, in Poly Canyon and next to the Administration Building.

CSU Chancellor forced to resign

Reynolds leaves post four months ahead of schedule

By Tara Murphy

CSU trustees forced Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds to resign Wednesday, four and a half months before her original Oct. 1 resignation date.

Reynolds will be replaced by Ellis McCabe, CSU Hayward presently, in a move by CSU trustees to restore public confidence in the system.

Also forced to resign was CSU vice chancellor and general counsel Meyer Chapman. Chapman was implicated in covering up exorbitant pay raises, some as high as 28 percent, which were given to CSU executives.

McCabe will be acting as a caretaker chancellor for the six months to a year it will take to find a permanent replacement. He has said that he is not a candidate for the permanent job.

McCabe was scheduled to retire from his post at CSU Hayward this summer. He is being replaced by Norma S. Rees, now vice chancellor for academic affairs for the Massachusetts Board of Regents for Higher Education.

McCabe told reporters after a trustees meeting in Long Beach that his main goal in his new position is to "get things running smoothly again as soon as possible."

"As you probably know," he said, "the system has been in considerable chaos in the last two months."

He has said that his other goals include repairing the CSU's relationship with the state.

"We want to reinforce in the minds of students what is at work," Griffin said, something he hopes will change in the future.

The Foundation, which was incorporated in 1949, began originally as a simple bank account set up by some of Cal Poly's agriculture instructors to fund agricultural enterprise projects, Griffin said.

"It's not even an entity," he said of the account. Griffin described it as "an informal way of doing things outside of the state operations."

Since that time, he said the organization has grown into the $37 million operation that now directs, among other things, the El Corral Bookstore and Cal Poly's food services and vending.

In addition, Griffin said the Foundation accepts all gifts to the university and administers faculty research projects, creating what he called a "full service, non-profit" organization.

Technically, Griffin said the Foundation was designed as an auxiliary body, like the Associated Students, Inc., to "provide a vehicle for the state to do things that may not be able to be done with the state in the minds of students what is at work."

For the event, which was free and open to the public, the Foundation had a suggestion.

For those who were looking for something different to do last Thursday evening, the Cal Poly Foundation had a suggestion.

From 5 to 7 p.m., the Foundation celebrated 50 years in operation with a reception and display at its new Administration Building next to the Fire Station.

For the event, which was free for Cal Poly students, faculty and staff, the Foundation served specially food from each of the past five decades and a selection of drinks and gave out prizes, said Robert Griffin, associate executive director.

In addition to the food, the event also featured an exhibit of the Foundation's various activities over the years, including pictures, old memorabilia, documents and examples of student publications.

Griffin said the purpose of the reception was to create more student awareness of the Foundation and the role it plays at Cal Poly.

"The Foundation's policy has been to keep a very low profile," Griffin said, something he hopes will change in the future.

"If the event is really an open house as well as a reception," he said, "We want to reinforce in the minds of students what is at work."
Opinion

Editorials

No oil drilling off our coastline

President Bush is expected to make a decision on offshore oil drilling in California within the next few days, and early indications are that the "environmental president" will allow oil rigs to litter our beautiful coast. At the same time, he has also appointed a commission to study the impact of oil drilling off the Florida coast.

The biggest surprise in the "real to drill or not to drill" fight between environmentalists and oil companies and politicians was Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole's (R-Kan.) Cal-oil drilling proposal, which he presented with the president on Wednesday. Cranston, a long-time opponent of oil drilling off the California coast, would serve only to screw up the decision saying, "...there might well be some oil drilling off the coast of Southern California..."

We can only speculate as to Cranston's motives for betraying the people of California, but promoting the interests of his constituents seems likely. Environmental leaders have held his new stance "out of touch" and Senator Pete Wilson, who is also up for re-election, was quoted as saying, "I'm still for the rest of us...."

In allowing this drilling, Bush simply is taking the easy way out. As an obvious and clear decision, the lid on the Coast is being simply declared as unsound.

For those of us who are on the "Keep the Lid Loose" side of the debate, there are some pro-oil interests we would like to add to the discussion.

For those of us who are on the "Keep the Lid Loose" side of the debate, there are some pro-oil interests we would like to add to the discussion.

-Mike Anderson

The countdown begins

Oh my God, 29 days and counting. No more leaking off the pool for those sleeping in until 11 o'clock classes. No more three-week vacations.

As I proudly strutted into El Corral Bookstore to buy — yes buy — my cap, gown and diploma, I wondered how much of my parents' hard-earned money I've spent there over the last five years. Scary thought. I could put a down payment on a car.

But El Corral won't run up my Visa anymore. No longer will I pay $108 to park in Zimbabwe, or $60 for a book the professor requires but forgets to use.

No sirree, I'll be paying for REAL WORLD things, like insurance and $800 a month Bay Area rent and clothes other than sweatshirts and shorts.

You see, not only am I graduating, but I'm getting married in September. "Boy, what an exciting year 1990 is for you!" people say. Exciting is one word for it. I prefer earth-shattering. Don't get me wrong, I will have the time of my life at the end of the school year — period. Only cases not tried because of insufficient evidence should be reviewed. Cal Poly should leave the trials to the justice system and act on its decisions.

-Polly's rape policy needs work

Cal Poly's policy for handling sexual assault charges between students and campus employees should be immediately changed in favor of a policy that protects the victims of sexual assaults in the face of further sexual assault and damage.

For rape victims to get their attackers removed from school they must go through administrative machinations much like trials in which they are forced to relive the story in front of their attackers and a faculty administrative officer. Many facts that are not admissible in court as evidence as the victim's sexual history are brought out in the hearings (For the complete story of sexual assault on Cal Poly, see our 15-February story).

In these hearings, the presiding officer should be a qualified counselor rather than simply a faculty member who is often insensitive to the needs of the victim. The victim should be allowed to handle other types of charges, such as plagiarism, possession of drugs, etc. They should drop the felony charge of rape in these to other charges is simply ludicrous.

Rather than forcing the victim to again face her attacker, Cal Poly should have the power to handle the case. All individuals found guilty of sexually assaulting a fellow student or employee should be expelled from Cal Poly for one year. Period. Only cases not tried because of insufficient evidence should be reviewed. Cal Poly should leave the trials to the justice system and act on its decisions.

-Poly's rape policy needs work

Taylor shouldn't appoint Denham
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Women-only course teaches students to fight back

By Ann Slaughter
Staff writer

Every Tuesday night Mateo Toribio and Vern Anderson teach women how to fight back in Cramdall Gym.
The two teach self-defense courses at Cal Poly. Toribio combines aiki jujitsu with basic kicks and punches.
"It's not necessary to go through all the fancy types of kicks you see in martial arts," he said. "You can have hundreds of those but when it comes down to it, even the martial artist goes back to a lot of the basics."
The class started as strictly a self-defense class for males and females, he said, but over time he restricted it to females only.
"My goal was to offer something to a selected group that needed more protection," he said. "More aggression is needed to come out on the female side because they are mostly the victims."
He instructs 40 to 42 students.
The women in the class begin with a warm-up, then they practice techniques in a group and one-on-one. They break for discussion of attack situations and personal experiences. Finally, the instructor puts on protective gear so students can practice techniques without holding back on their aggression in an attack-like situation.
In group discussions the instructors tell the students what to look out for.
"Basically the attacker is looking for an easy victim. They will avoid people that stand upright and show they have control of their life," Toribio said.
Toribio gives this advice to women: "Use your mind first, it's always important to know what's going on around you and to make a good evaluation of a situation before it even starts developing."
The instructors wear minimal protective gear while teaching. "There's one thing of wearing so much gear that I call the 'Pillsbury Dough Boy,' "Toribio said. "The movement of an overly padded attacker does not give the realism that happens on the street."
By using less gear the instructors are able to move around faster, and it is little more dangerous, he said. "It hurts more and I have a bruise collection but I can show the students what they have accomplished."
By the end of the quarter all the students' skills are brought together, he said. They are given the opportunity to defend themselves in a pair of simulated attacks, one with the attacker coming from behind and one with the victim fighting from the ground.
Toribio has noticed a change in some of the students after taking the class. When they walk down the street they stand straight, they are aware of their environment and are confident.

Men's tennis does Aggie stomp in capturing Division II crown

By Glenn Horn
Staff writer

Cal Poly is the home of the best Division II men's tennis team in the country. Period.
In the team's most important match of the year, Cal Poly climbed back from a tremendous deficit in the kill-or-be-killed finals of the National Tournament Wednesday and defeated the University of California at Davis Aggies, 5-4, to win the 1990 Team Championships.
The national stage was set at the indoor Forest Lake Tennis Center in St. Louis, Mo., under a thundering rainstorm.
In a storybook tale of team success, tragic downfall and ultimate victory, the second-seeded Mustangs were behind, 2-4, after the singles matches against top-ranked UC Davis, but they miraculously swept all three doubles matches for the team's first national title since 1986.
Ironically, that final match scenario was identical to when the Aggies came back from 2-4 to beat Cal Poly and steal their No. 1 ranking only three weeks ago. It was an incredible comeback," said Neal Berryman, Cal Poly's All-American, after the finals in a telephone interview from Missouri. "(The loss to UC Davis prior) makes it that much sweeter."
Coach Kevin Platt said the team simply was not willing to lose to the Aggies twice.
"Everyone knew we weren't dead in the water," he said. "You're never dead until the last point."
See TENNIS, page 8

STUDENTS WANT PERKS FOR THEIR MONEY!

- Cal Poly Shuttle (departs twice per hour)
- Heated Swimming Pool
- Weight Room
- Tennis Court
- Basketball Court
- Study Room with Computers
- Laundry Facilities
- Next to Lucky Shopping Center
- Re-Furnished Apartments

Apply in Groups of Four
Reservations Now Being Accepted
544-7772

RIDE DOWN TO OSOS ST.
FOR THEIR PROGRESSIVE
HAPPY HOURS EVERY
THURS. & FRI. 4-7pm!

50¢ OFF ANY SIZE SANDWICH

EXP. 5/23/90

541-0955

BROAD
STREET SUBS
544-7772

50¢ OFF ANY SIZE SANDWICH

1060 Osos St. 541-0955
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Th e sale gets even better
WITH THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED

Macintosh Plus
includes:
• Standard memory
• 5 Standard ports
• One internal 800k floppy disk drive
• Mouse
• Keyboard
• Hypercard & System software
• (optional) Procom 20meg Hard disk

$765.00

Macintosh SE
includes:
• SE 2 Internal floppy disk drives
• SE 1-20 megabyte internal hard disk
• SE 2-40 megabyte internal hard disk

$1195.00
$1245.00
$1595.00

These prices good until June 15, 1990
and are limited to full-time Students, Faculty, and University staff.

If you buy before May 30th,
you will receive a special events pass for admission to the Apple Days Party!
The party is on May 30th, and includes a barbecue, games,
product demonstrations and prizes!

El Corral Bookstore
COMPUTER DEPARTMENT 756-5311
FOUNDATION

From page 1
give support in areas where state procedures are insufficient.

Although it is a totally separate organization individual from the university, Griffin said the Foundation’s existence depends on Cal Poly.

"The only reason we’re here is to support the university," he said. He also added that conflicts are a rarity. "It’s very much a symbiotic relationship,"

As an employer on campus, the Foundation regularly provides jobs for about 1,000 Cal Poly students and, as Griffin said, always is "a source of convenient, on-campus, part-time employment."

Besides on-campus activities, the Foundation participates in a number of other ventures away from the immediate area.

"We do get involved in activities that aren’t right here on campus," Griffin said.

For example, for the last four years, the Foundation and Cal Poly’s School of Agriculture have been working together with the government of Costa Rica to establish a public university to provide agricultural education.

Griffin said the college, which is located on the eastern seaboard of Costa Rica, is designed around the same concepts as Cal Poly.

He said its purpose is "to allow the countries of Central America and the tropics to train agriculture teachers about small farming techniques."

"I think it (the school) will be received well by the host country and become very popular," he said.

SHULL

From page 1
retire within the next six months to a year, but learned after the routine operation less than three weeks ago that he had terminal cancer, Mott said.

Away from Cal Poly, Mott said Shull was "married with children" and was actively involved in volunteer church work.

Shull is survived by his wife, Norma Shull.

Funeral services for Ed Shull will be at 2 p.m. Monday, May 21, at the Grace Bible Church in Arroyo Grande, Mott said.

In addition, Mott said he was planning to close the graphic communication department so that students and faculty could attend the service.

So, you wanna be a journalist?

Mustang Daily is now accepting applications for its Summer 1990 editor and staff. Positions open include:

• Editor-in-chief
• Managing Editor
• News editor
• Photo editor

Applicants need not be journalism majors, but must possess writing, copy editing and management skills (Photo editor position needs shooting, as well as darkroom skills). Each position is paid. Interested persons should send letter of interest stating position wanted, résumé and samples of work to Doug DiFranco, Editor, Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts 226, Cal Poly University, San Luis Obispo, 93407. Questions? Call Doug at 756-1143.

Deadline to apply: Friday, May 25 at noon.

ATTENTION

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

AND CIVIL ENGINEERING

STUDENTS

Representatives from
Robert Bein, William Fiost & Associates
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS, PLANNERS & SURVEYORS

will be participating in the

Springboard Job Fair

10:00 am to 3:00 pm
Wednesday, May 23
Chunash Hall

RBF has offices in:
Irvine, Newport Beach, Palm Desert, Temecula and San Diego.
All interested students are invited to come by for more information.
POLLO LOVERS

Answer these questions to test your knowledge!

Bring your answers to your local El Pollo Loco for a Two-Piece Combo at a Starving Student price – ONLY $2.81

1. Which Pollo Lovers level requires "no previous experience?"
   Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

2. You should attempt the "Loaded Pollo" method only when you are:
   Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

3. The "Pollo Rollo" is suggested at which level????
   Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

*BONUS: El Pollo Loco is "The Food Habit Worth ___________________"

(Get this Right and YOU will receive a Chocolate Fudge Brownie FREE with purchase.)

When Choosing Housing

For Next Year, Use Valencia’s Checklist!

- Private Bedrooms
- Weight Room
- Fitness Center
- Computer Study Room
- 10 or 12 Month Leases
- Cal Poly Shuttle
- FREE Aerobics
- Heated Swimming Pool
- Laundry Facilities
- Next to Lucky’s Shopping Center

Free Maintenance

If All the Boxes are not Checked Come By. Valencia has it All!

543-1452
555 Ramona
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The Mustangs' No. 2 singles player, All-American Tim Fresenius, and No. 3 Eric Sasso had the only two wins after singles play. They were the essential constants throughout the playoffs, both going undefeated all week. Fresenius defeated Tom Burwell 7-6, 6-4 after losing to him in straight sets in their previous meeting. Sasso, as usual, made easy work of David Allen 6-3, 6-3 to keep the Mustangs afloat.

Cal Poly was hoping for a 3-3 split heading into doubles competition, but Davis' No. 4 player Mark Segesta pulled out of a 1-5 ditch in the third set to win the tie breaker 7-3 against the Mustangs' Peter Killion.

"It was almost better to be down 2-4," Platt said. "It motivated them because they all had to win."

Platt recalled the team's failure to beat the Aggies earlier in the season after losing 4-2 in the reverse situation. In that match, every player eased off because they thought someone else would clinch the win, Platt said. "I could see it in the (Davis) coach, trying to pump up his players" to prevent the same mental breakdown Cal Poly went through, Platt said:

"We were a little stunned, down 2-4," Sasso said. "I was so nervous, but our motto is 'take no prisoners.'"

Cal Poly showed no signs of fear, however, and the No. 2 team of Fresenius and Allman was the first to win 6-4, 6-4. The first stage of the comeback was complete.

Fans didn't know which contest to watch as both the first and third doubles matches pushed on. The No. 3 team of Sasso and Brenden Walsh lost their first set, giving Davis the illusion of victory. But Cal Poly wanted it more.

CSU

From page 1

CSU legislature and giving more power to the 20 campuses in the statewide CSU system.

Trustees said McCune was picked because of his 31 years of experience in the CSU system and his availability due to his upcoming retirement.
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